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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Urban air pollution is characterized by strong spatial gradients         
produced by the presence of heavily trafficked streets. Given the          
negative health effects of air pollution, decision makers are         
implementing policies to reduce air pollution by modifying traffic         
flows near activity patterns of vulnerable populations. However, to our          
knowledge, there is quite a lack of appropriate decision tools to           
support such modifications at neighborhood to street levels. Measured         
horizontal and vertical distributions of traffic air pollutants can help          
understanding the variation of concentrations at increasing distances        
from emitting roads. Yet, models are still necessary to estimate the           
contribution of local traffic to measured concentrations.  
 
The main objective of this work is to investigate the contribution of            
local traffic to black carbon horizontal and vertical profiles based on           
measurements and model simulations. We will discuss the degree of          
influence of the different streets on black carbon measured profiles in           
Barcelona.  

A. CALIOPE-Urban 
We apply the recently developed CALIOPE-Urban system for        
apportioning the black carbon traffic local sources.       
CALIOPE-URBAN [1] is the result of coupling the mesoscale         
modelling system CALIOPE [2] - based on WRF (meteorology),         
CMAQ (chemistry) and HERMES (emissions) - with R-LINE [3], a          
roadway dispersion model adapted to street canyons. The coupling         
considers atmospheric stability and street morphology to estimate        
local traffic dispersion and vertical mixing with background air (Fig.          
1).  

 

Fig. 1 CALIOPE-Urban workflow. Models are represented by circles and data           
by rectangular shapes. Meteorology and background from WRF and CMAQ          
are combined with urban geometry to create inputs for R-LINE.  

B. Observational datasets 
We use two datasets of observations to investigate the         

contribution of local traffic to Black Carbon (BC) profiles in          

Barcelona [4]. First, 29 horizontal profiles distributed along        
pedestrian streets perpendicular to trafficked streets are used to         
understand the dispersion at surface level. Measurements were        
collected starting from the trafficked street road edge until a          
maximum distance of 250 m. Monitors were located at         
different distances depending on local conditions to measure        
BC concentrations during approx. 30 minutes in four different         
days from 9 am to 6 pm. Second, 4 vertical profiles of BC             
starting from 2.5 to a maximum of 26 m height allow the            
analysis of the vertical dispersion within a street. Monitors         
were located depending on the number of floors of the          
buildings where measurements were undertaken. The period of        
measurements varied from 4 hours to 3 days. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Profile measurements sites represented by the measurement location          
closer to the road edge. Vertical measurements are depicted by yellow dots and             
horizontal are purple dots.  

C. Experimental setup 
Given that BC is a primary pollutant that is mostly emitted           

by vehicular traffic in Barcelona [5], there is a linear          
relationship between emissions sources strength and      
concentrations estimated at receptors. This fact facilitates the        
use of R-LINE model for source apportionment because it         
simulates the direct contribution of emission sources to        
receptors, labelling sources to study their specific influence at         
receptors locations. In order to investigate the streets        
contribution at each receptor, we establish two main        
contributors to BC: local vehicular traffic (i.e. emissions from         
streets within 1 km2) and background concentrations. Local        
vehicular traffic streets are grouped depending on distance to         
the profile measurements (Fig. 3). We label the street segments          
forming four groups: nearest, which represents the closest street         
segment to the profile measurements; D_191, for street        
segments within a radial distance of 191 m consisting of the           
traffic flows that may surround four building blocks of the most           
spread geometrical pattern in the city (Eixample district);        
D_382, within a distance of 382 m serving as intermediate          
category between 382 m and 564 m; and D_564, within a           
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distance of 564 m accounting for street segments within 1 km2.  

 

Fig. 3 Street segment grouping for the source apportionment study. Green           
circles show the area considered in each group and yellow lines represent the             
radial distance of each circle.  

D. Preliminary results 
Fig. 4 shows the resulting modelled and observed profile in          

Diagonal Street close to Palau Reial Parc for the 14th of           
January 2015 between 12:06 and 12:22 local time. The         
measurement data (black dots) depict the concentration average        
during the 16 minutes period. We see a steep gradient within           
the first 20 meters, where concentrations decrease to less than          
50% of the concentrations compared to the site close to the           
road edge. The model does not reproduce this strong initial          
decay, which may be due to the neglection of specific process           
occurring in the proximity of the road edge (e.g. traffic-induced          
turbulence). However, the model reproduces well the decay of         
concentrations from 20 meters to 200 meters in this location.          
With respect to local traffic contributions, the nearest street         
segment (from Diagonal Street) and the streets within 191 m          
are found to markedly influence concentration levels within the         
initial 50 meters. This result may indicate that if decision          
makers were aiming to reduce citizen exposure to BC in the           
initial 50 meters (e.g. if there were a school in the area), a             
traffic reduction from both nearest and streets within 191         
meters should be considered.  

 

 

Fig. 4 Horizontal profile modelled and observed in Diagonal Street showing           
BC concentrations in ng/m3 over distance to road edge. The white circles            
represent 2 m/s. On the top image, we see a description of the traffic density,               
atmospheric stability and background concentrations levels of the day and time           
when measurements were undertaken. In the graph below, we show the           
observed BC concentration levels (black dots) and the modelled contributions          
from local traffic (light blue for nearest, dark blue for streets within 191 m,              
light green for streets within 382 m, dark green for streets within 1 km 2 and                
pink for background concentrations. The wind speed and direction were:          
modelled (3.5 m/s; 315 degrees) and observed at Facultad de Fisica           
meteorological station (2 m/s; 320 degrees). 

E. Conclusions and future enhancement 
CALIOPE-Urban reproduces well horizontal profiles     

overall but it can’t adequately reproduce the steep decay within          
the initial 20 meters from the road edge. We are working on            
extending the local traffic contribution analysis to all the         
horizontal and vertical profiles in the observational datasets.  
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